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Essentials of Computer Architecture is ideal for undergraduate courses in computer architecture
and organization. Douglas Comer takes a clear, concise approach to computer architecture that
readers love. By exploring the fundamental concepts from a programmer ’s perspective and
explaining programming consequences, this unique text covers exactly the material students
need to understand and construct efficient and correct programs for modern hardware.

From the Back CoverThis text focuses on the essentials of computer architecture for
programmers. It covers all aspects from the low-level building blocks to system-level
architectures, and succinctly explains the interface between hardware and software. Sections on
assembly language, virtual memory, caching, microcode, and device driver software provide
critical insight into how programmers can design efficient, elegant, and reliable software.KEY
FEATURESCovers the basics of digital logic and data representation, omitting unnecessary, low-
level details.Presents broad, accurate coverage of processors, memory, and I/O.Includes an
overview of assembly languages and programming paradigms.Helps the reader understand the
impact of systems architecture on programming and debugging.Explains why hardware
pipelining speeds execution and how programs are optimized to run on a pipeline
architecture.Discusses design and implementation trade-offs.Contains "hands-on" lab exercises
that allow students to put principles into practice.Provides a supporting Web site with instructor
materials at http://www.eca.cs.purdue.eduAbout the AuthorDouglas E. Comer is a Distinguished
Professor of Computer Science at Purdue University and a Fellow of the ACM. Comer has
experience with both hardware and software. He has created many low-level software systems
including TCP/IP protocol software, compilers, device drivers, and an operating system. At Bell
Labs, he built a VLSI chip. As a member of the IAB, he participated in the formation of the
Internet, and he is considered a leading authority on computer-related topics. A pioneer in the
development of curriculum and laboratories for research and education, his popular books have
been translated into 16 languages. Comer consults for industry, and has lectured to thousands
of professional engineers and students around the world. He is editor-in-chief of the journal
Software: Practice and Experience.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.This
book began when I was assigned to help salvage an undergraduate computer organization
course. The course had suffered years of neglect: it had been taught by a series of professors,
mostly visitors, who had little or no interest or background in digital hardware, and the curriculum
had deteriorated to a potpourri of topics that were only loosely related to hardware architectures.
In some semesters, students spent the entire class studying Boolean Algebra, without even the
slightest connection to actual hardware. In others, students learned the arcane details of one
particular assembly language, without a notion of alternatives.Is a computer organization course



worth saving? Absolutely! In many Computer Science programs, the computer organization
course is the only time students are exposed to fundamental concepts that explain the structure
of the computer they are programming. Understanding the hardware makes it possible to
construct programs that are more efficient and less prone to errors. In a broad sense, a basic
knowledge of architecture helps programmers improve program efficiency by understanding the
consequences of programming choices. Knowing how the hardware works can also improve the
programming process by allowing programmers to pinpoint the source of bugs quickly. Finally,
graduates need to understand basic architectural concepts to pass job application tests given
by firms like Intel and Microsoft.One of the steps in salvaging our architecture course consisted
in looking at textbooks. We discovered the texts could be divided into roughly two types: texts
aimed at beginning engineering students who would go on to design hardware, and texts written
for CS students that attempt to include topics from compilers, operating systems, and (in at least
one case) a complete explanation of how Internet protocols operate. Neither approach seemed
appropriate for a single, introductory course on the subject. We wanted a book that (1) focused
on the concepts rather than engineering details (because our students are not focused on
hardware design); (2) explained the subject from a programmer's point of view, and emphasized
consequences for programmers; and (3) did not try to cover several courses' worth of material.
When no text was found, it seemed that the only solution was to create one.The text is divided
into five parts. Part 1 covers the basics of digital logic, gates, and data representation. We
emphasize the representation chapter because notions of two's-compliment arithmetic and
ranges of integer values are essential in programming. Parts 2, 3, and 4 cover the three essential
areas of architecture: processors, memories, and I/O systems. In each case, the chapters give
students enough background to understand how the mechanisms operate and the
consequences for programmers. Finally, Part 5 covers advanced topics like parallelism,
pipelining, and performance.An Appendix describes an important aspect of the course: a hands-
on lab where students can learn by doing. Although most lab problems focus on programming,
students should spend the first few weeks in lab wiring a few gates on a breadboard. The
equipment is inexpensive (we spent less than fifteen dollars per student on permanent
equipment; students purchase their own set of chips for under twenty dollars).We have set up a
web site to accompany the book at:http://www.eca.cs.purdue.eduRajesh Subraman has agreed
to manage the site, which contains a set of class presentation materials created by the author as
well as a set created by Rajesh. We invite other instructors to contribute their materials.The text
and lab exercises have been used at Purdue; students have been extremely positive about both.
We received notes of thanks for the text and course. For many students, the lab is their first
experience with hardware, and they are enthusiastic.My thanks to the many individuals who
contributed to the book. Bernd Wolfinger provided extensive reviews and made several
important suggestions about topics and direction. Dan Ardelean, James Cernak, and Tim Korb
gave detailed comments on many chapters. Dave Capka reviewed early chapters. Rajesh
Subraman taught from the book and provided his thoughts about the content. In the CS 250



class at Purdue, the following students each identified one or more typos in the manuscript: Nitin
Alreja, Alex Cox, David Ehrmann, Roger Maurice Elion, Andrew Lee, Stan Luban, Andrew L.
Soderstrom, and Brandon Wuest.Finally, I thank my wife, Chris, for her patient and careful
editing and valuable suggestions that improve and polish each book.Douglas E. ComerJune,
2004Read more
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masllc, “Required Class Reading. A great deal of required reading. Text while being required,
has a great level of depth on the subject matter. Since this is a text book for class, this is the only
one that I have read on this topc.”

Michael B. Scotten, “Great Purchase. Great sale. Purchase was smooth as silk and received
book in great condition and very quickly!@”

James Buchanan, “Computer architecture 97% fat free. Comer, a distinguished professor of
nearly everything (Purdue University) writes another book that weaves highly technical subject
matter into prose that reads like a novel. Comer has a habit of writing beautiful technical
books.Comer is famous for his masterpiece, his Internetworking with TCP/IP series. But Comer
has also designed and fabricated VLSI circuits at Bell Labs, and has world class expertise in
other areas. Comer knows what he's talking about and it shows.I loved this book. I just couldn't
put it down. It's one of those rare technical books that you take to bed, and you've read half the
book in a day.This book was written for computer science majors, but I'm an electrical
engineering student and I really appreciated it for its broad, elegant overview of computer
architecture. Comer doesn't force a thousand pages of rambling opinion pieces down your
throat. Instead you get ~300 pages of just what you need, 97% fat free. Another wonderful
feature of Comer's unique computer architecture text is the practical work. Comer provides a
series of labs where you will wire up logic gates and build stuff. Magnificent. So if you want to
stop before becoming Seymour Cray, you will like this book, too. Those who have never taken a
digital logic course will breeze through and understand how computers are constructed from
logic gates up, and how they work at a simplified model level.It doesn't matter if you're in CS or
EE, this book gives a breadth that you will appreciate before you dig into stuff like Verilog and
VHDL for advanced digital logic and computer engineering courses. Comer has an uncanny
ability to make it so clear that you'd have to make an effort not to learn anything.This book
covers hundreds of the most fundamental concepts you must learn whether this will be your only
book on computer architecture or you're pursuing a course to become a degreed computer
engineer. In bite-sized pieces Comer clearly and gracefully lays naked some pretty hairy stuff
like clocking, feedback, arithmetic logic, microprogramming, out of order execution of
instructions, virtual memory and caches, pipelining in hardware and software, input/output, and
most importantly the "big picture" of modern computer systems we use today. What I found the
most pleasing about this book is the precise point that interconnects between 1) enough to get a
satisfying knowledge of computer architecture; 2) a real understanding of digital logic by doing it
with a lab exercise; and 3) a low enough page count so that you can comfortably read it and
absorb everything in a week, all without being overwhelmed or bored to death. Comer hits the
spot. Bullseye.There is just too much covered in the book for me to detail it all (check the



contents), but suffice it to say that you end up with a peculiar enlightened feeling!Just the useful
education, thanks; hold the blabbering.”

Benjamin Geisler, “This is a great book, I've searched through a number of Computer .... This is
a great book, I've searched through a number of Computer Architecture books for the purpose of
teaching this material to software developers.  So far this is the best I could find.”

K. Easterbrook, “Computer architecture for the non-hardware professional. I was looking for a
book that would give me a better understanding of how computer hardware works, without
requiring me to have taken EE courses in college. This book was exactly what I was looking for -
the Computer Hardware 101 class I missed.I would recommend this book to anyone who wants
to know at more detailed level how their computer works, and particularly recommend it to other
software professionals who want to know more from a theoretical perspective. Professor Comer
introduced me to TCP/IP over a decade ago, and now he's done the same thing for computer
architecture - this book si both technically crisp and very readable.”

Anthony Carlisle, “Comer's Computer Architecture text great for non-EE classes. I adopted
Essentials of Computer Architecture for my coursebecause of the breadth of coverage and the
hardware oriented labs. For a nominal investment in a breadboard and components, my
students get hands-on experience with logic gates, directly tied to the text. Dr. Comer's
Essentials of Architecture is an exceptional textbook.”

Akshay Apte, “Must read book. Don’t skip. The book is very good for for computer fundamental.
Actually it is not fundamental it is much more. Please read this book before programming or
doing anything related to computer. I didn’t find index for this so I attached the index here so that
it might be helpful for someone”

The book by Douglas E. Comer has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 15 people have provided feedback.
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